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Practical exon and gene quantification in R  
 
 
When you are new to R: please first read R_reference_guide.pdf 
 
Tip: copy-paste commands where possible. The > indicates the commands to be pasted in 
the R command line interface. Do not copy the “>” itself 
 

 
Introduction 
The LS-Beta cell line is a colorectal cancer (CRC) cell line that was developed in the lab of 
Hans Clevers (van de Wetering et al., EMBO reports 2003). In this cell line knockdown of 
Beta-catenin can be induced by a 72hr doxycyclin treatment.  
Beta-catenin is a major regulator of the wnt signaling pathway, which is defective in many 
colorectal cancers. Knock-down of Beta-catenin is expected to result in down-regulation of 
Wnt/Beta-catenin target genes. We performed RNA-sequencing on the LS-Beta cell line 
treated and untreated with doxycyclin. The samples that were treated are named "plus", the 
untreated samples are named "min". The experiments were carried out in duplicate 
(numbered "1" or "2" (biological replicates)). 
The RNA was treated with a ribo-minus kit to remove ribosomal RNA, which would consume 
95% of the sequencing capacity and sequenced on a SOLiD sequencer.  
 

Reading counts from a BAM file 
In this tutorial, we will focus on obtaining read counts from a BAM alignment file in R using 
the Rsamtools package. Reading a full BAM file requires a large amount of memory and is 
not practical for most purposes. With Rsamtools, alignment information of reads mapped to 
specific regions (genes/exons) can easily be obtained. By reading only a subset of the data 
and only specific variables of the alignment, the memory requirements can be reduced 
greatly and speed greatly improved. In order to use Rsamtools, one must perform the 
following steps in order: i) load the annotation data, ii) determine what to obtain from the 
BAM file, iii) get the data from the BAM file, iv) convert the data to a useable format. Below 
these topics are handled in order.   
Prior to performing these analyses some libraries must be loaded and some variables set. 
 
# set the variables 
> fname   <- 'hg19_genes.gtf' 
> bamfile <- c('total_plus_1_chr1.bam', 'total_plus_2_chr1.bam', 
'total_min_1_chr1.bam', 'total_min_2_chr1.bam') 
 
# load our libraries 
> library(IRanges) 
> library(GenomicRanges) 
> library(Rsamtools) 

Gene annotations from a file 
In general, gene annotations are presented GTF files. These GTF are readily available for 
most organisms from for example the UCSC. If a GTF file is not available for your organism 
of interest, one can quite easily make a GTF file from other data-sources such as BED files. 
In essence, a GTF file is a tabular file with 9 columns. One can read a GTF file as follows: 
 
# load the table with the data  
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> regions <- read.table( fname, sep='\t', header=FALSE )  
 
Ex 1) For how many regions are described in the GTF file? (the dimensions of a data.frame 
can be queried with the nrow and ncol functions) 
 
The first, third, fourth, fifth, and ninth columns are of particular interest as these contain the 
chromosome, element type, start, end and name of the various elements. In the expression 
analysis, we are only interested in the reads that overlap with exons. So we will filter the 
data.frame  as follows: 
 
#  exon filter: to only get the exons from the GTF file not all the 
other elements 
> k <- which( regions[,3] == 'exon' ) #CDS can also be used 
> exons <- regions[k, ] 
 
In this practical, we will focus on chromosome 1. Therefore, we will apply a second filter for 
this chromosome: 
 
# only get the counts for chromosome 1 
> k <- which( exons[,1] == '1' ) 
> exons.chr1 <- exons[k, ] 
 
 
Ex 2) For how many exonic regions will we extract data from the BAM files?  
 
Ex 3) How would you get the entries for a gene with a specific name?  
  
The Rsamtools package expects the regions in a RangesList object, not in a data.frame. This 
data conversion is achieved in 2 steps by first making a list with the appropriate IRanges 
objects and than transferring these objects to a RangesList.  
 
# make a normal list with the gene locations by  
#     1) traversing the individual chromosomes 
#     2) per chromosome determine all entries for that chromosome  
#     3) Make IRanges objects for these entries 
> lst.exons.chr1 <- lapply( unique(exons.chr1[,1]), function(x, D){  
 i <- which(D[,1] == x);  
 IRanges( start=D[i,4], end=D[i,5], names=D[i,9]) ;  
}, D=exons.chr1 ) 
> names(lst.exons.chr1) <- unique(exons.chr1[,1])  
 
#in case of multiple chromosomes, each chromosome would be a 
separate element in the list 
 
# convert this list to a RangesList with a quick and dirty for loop 
> rl.exons.chr1 <- RangesList() 
> for( x in names(lst.exons.chr1) ) { rl.exons.chr1[[x]] <- 
lst.exons.chr1[[x]] } 
 
The rl.exons.chr1 variable is now a RangesList with all the exons per chromosome.  
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Determine the counts from a BAM file 
After having obtained the regions for which we want to have the counts, obtaining the counts 
is relatively easy. First we need to determine what we want to read from the BAM file. For 
RNA-seq, this does not really matter as we will not use this variable in the down-stream 
analysis. In this example we will set the what to pos which is the left most position of the 
read.   
 
> what <- c('pos')  
 
In order to now get the counts per exon from a BAM file, we will make a parameter object 
and use this object to scan the BAM file.  
 
# prepare the parameters to read the bam file 
> param <- ScanBamParam( what=what, which=rl.exons.chr1 ) 
> bam   <- scanBam( bamfile[1], param=param ) 
 
The resulting bam variable is a list with the same number of entries as there are exons. Each 
entry is another list with what entries. In these entries, one element is present for each read 
mapped to that particular entry. To obtain the counts per exon, the following code is used: 
 
> counts <- lapply( bam, function(x){ length(x[[1]]) } )  
 
Ex 4) how many reads overlapped with the regions of interest? (a list can be converted to a 
vector with the unlist function and the sum can be calculated with the sum function) 

Post-processing 
The counts variable is a simple list of vectors which could already serve as raw data for an 
analysis. However for most applications, we would like to re-connect these counts to the 
original data. This remapping of the data is achieved using the R GenomicRanges package. 
First, we will make a skeleton from the rl.exons.chr1 RangesList as follows: 
 
> grng <- as(rl.exons.chr1, 'GRanges') 
> elementMetadata(grng)[['name']] <- unlist( lapply( rl.exons.chr1, 
names)) 
 
Then we add the counts vector as a column in this list with the sample name A. 
 
> elementMetadata(grng)[['A']] <- unlist(counts) 
 
In order to add more datasets to the grng object, the steps generating the bam and counts 
variables can simply be repeated and the resulting data added to the grng object.  
 
> bam    <- scanBam( bamfile[2], param=param ) 
> counts <- lapply( bam, function(x){ length(x[[1]]) } )  
> elementMetadata(grng)[['B']] <- unlist(counts) 
 
> bam    <- scanBam( bamfile[3], param=param ) 
> counts <- lapply( bam, function(x){ length(x[[1]]) } )  
> elementMetadata(grng)[['C']] <- unlist(counts) 
 
> bam    <- scanBam( bamfile[4], param=param ) 
> counts <- lapply( bam, function(x){ length(x[[1]]) } )  
> elementMetadata(grng)[['D']] <- unlist(counts) 
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From exon to gene 
After obtaining the counts per exon for a number of samples, we can proceed with a 
differential expression analysis. We will do this on the gene level, although differential 
expression on the exon level is also possible and may potentially give information about 
alternative splicing events. To obtain the counts per gene, we will use the build-in aggregate 
function. 
Please note that as we selected our areas of interest to be exons, spliced reads will be 
added to both the acceptor and the donor exon. When we aggregate these counts over the 
genes, these reads will be counted twice.   
 
# get the counts per gene  
> dG <- as.data.frame( grng ) 
> dC <- aggregate( cbind(dG$A, dG$B, dG$C, dG$D ), by=list(dG$name), 
FUN=sum, na.rm=TRUE  ) 
> colnames(dC) <- c('gene', colnames(dG)[7:ncol(dG)]) 
 
Ex 5) How many genes are present in the final dataset? 
 
As an input for the practical analyzing differential expression, we need a matrix with gene 
names and counts and a metadata file describing the samples.  
 
 
# write the data to file 
> write.table(dC, file='count.gene.1.txt', sep='\t', row.names=F, 
quote=F) 
> metadata <- cbind(sample=colnames(dC)[2:ncol(dC)], group=c('plus',     
'plus', 'minus', 'minus') 
> write.table(metadata, file='metadata.txt', sep='\t', row.names=F, 
quote=F) 
 
 
 


